We develop a duality theory between the continuous representations of a compact p-adic Lie group G in Banach spaces over a given p-adic field K and certain compact modules over the completed group ring oK [[G]]. We then introduce a "finiteness" condition for Banach space representations called admissibility. It will be shown that under this duality admissibility corresponds to finite generation over the ring K[[G]] :--g ® OK [[G]].
Introduction
The lack of a p-adic Haar measure causes many methods of traditional representation theory to break down when applied to continuous representations of a compact p-adic Lie group G in Banach spaces over a given p-adic field K. For example, the abelian group G = Zp has an enormous wealth of infinite dimensional, topologically irreducible Banach space representations, as may be seen in the paper by Diarra [Dia] . We therefore address the problem of finding an additional "finiteness" condition on such representations that will lead to a reasonable theory. We introduce such a condition that we call "admissibility". We show that the category of all admissible G-representations is reasonable --in fact, it is abelian and of a purely algebraic nature --by showing that it is antiequivalent to the category of all finitely generated modules over a certain kind of completed group ring K [[G] ].
In the first part of our paper we deal with the general functional-analytic aspects of the problem. We first consider the relationship between K-Banach spaces and compact, linearly topologized o-modules where o is the ring of integers in K. As a special case of ideas of Schikhof [Sch] , we recall that there is an anti-equivalence between the category of K-Banach spaces and the category of torsionfree, linearly compact o-modules, provided one tensors the Hom-spaces in the latter category with Q. In addition we have to investigate how this functor relates certain locally convex topologies on the Hom-spaces in the two categories. This will enable us then to derive a version of this anti-equivalence with an action of a profinite group G on both sides relating K-Banach space representations of G and certain topological modules for the ring K [[G] ] := g ®o o [[G] ].
Having established these topological results we assume that G is a compact p-adic Lie group and focus our attention on the Banach representations of G that correspond under the anti-equivalence to finitely generated modules over the ring K [[G] ]. We characterize such Banach space representations intrinsically. We then show that the theory of such "admissible" representations is purely algebraic --one may "forget" about topology and instead study finitely generated modules over the noetherian ring K [[G] ].
As an application of our methods we determine the topological irreducibility as well as the intertwining maps for representations of GL2 (Zp) obtained by induction of a continuous character from the subgroup of lower triangular matrices. Let us stress the fact that topological irreducibility for an admissible Banach space representation corresponds to the algebraic simplicity of the dual K [[G] ]-module. It is indeed the latter which we will analyze. These results are a complement to the treatment of the locally analytic principal series representations studied in [ST1] .
Throughout this paper K is a finite extension of Qp with ring of integers o c_ K and absolute value I I. A topological o-module is called linear-topological if the zero element has a fundamental system of open neighbourhoods consisting of o-submodules. We let
Modtop(O) := category of all Hausdorff linear-topological o-modules
with morphisms being all continuous o-linear maps.
A duality for Banach spaces
In this section we will recall a certain duality theory for K-Banach spaces due to Schikhof ([Sch] ). Because of the fundamental role it will play in our later considerations and since it is quite easy over locally compact fields we include the proofs. We set 
(Ban(K)-<I)Q ~7 Ban(K).
We therefore are reduced to show that
is an anti-equivMence of categories. Let (E, I1 ]}) be a K-Banach space and denote by E ° :--{v is complete.
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The locally convex K-vector space MK, for any M in Modcflomp(o) ,
Proof: Fix a prime element 7r of K. Let 9 r be a minimal Cauchy filter on MK.
We first show that there is a m E N such that
FMTr-mM¢O for all F E Y.
Otherwise there exists for any n E N a F~ E $-with F~ A lr-'~M = 0. By the minimality of $-we may assume that
We also may assume that the L~ form a decreas- 
.U (am + L).
Together we obtain <C>C U ai+L l<i<m and since the right hand side is closed the closure < C > of < C > also satisfies <C>c_ U ai+L. 
NK) f-b (N d, Md).
Proof-It is clear from our preliminary discussion that it suffices to show that
given by the transpose is topological provided the left, resp. right, hand side carries the topology of compact, resp. pointwise convergence. We recall from the proof of Theorem 
/, fla. 
£8(E, E).
By a density argument the latter map is a K-algebra homomorphism. 
This shows that a K-Banach space representation of G on E is the same as a separately continuous action K[[G]] x E ~ E of the algebra K[[G]] on E. Since the image of o[[G]] in £:8(E, E) under the above homomorphism is compact and hence (by Banach-Steinhaus) equicontinuous we also have that a KBanach space representation of G on E is the same as a continuous (unital) homomorphism of K-algebras K[[G]] ----+ £:bs (E, E).

Det~nition:
is an anti-equivalence of categories.
Admissible representations
In order to obtain a reasonable theory of Banach space representations it seems necessary to impose certain additional finiteness conditions. The first idea is to consider only those K-Banach space representations of G which correspond, under the duality of the previous section, to finitely generated K
[[G]]-modules. As a consequence of the compactness of the ring o[[G]
] it will turn out that the theory of these representations in fact is completely algebraic in nature. In order to obtain an intrinsic characterization we will assume in this section that G is a compact p-adic Lie group. We then have: -The subfamily of all topologically finitely generated pro-p-groups in Af : 
PROPOSITION 3.1: (i) A finitely generated o[[G]]-module M carries a unique Hausdorff topology --its canonical topology --such that the action o[[G]] x M ---4 M is continuous; (ii) any submodule of a finitely generated o[[G]]-module is closed in the canonical topology; (iii) any o[[G]]-linear map between two finitely generated o[[G]]-modules is continuous for the canonical topologies.
Proof: Since o[ [G] ] is compact and noetherian this is an easy exercise. But we point out that the assertions hold for any compact ring by [AU] Cor. 1.10. I
It follows that equipping a module in Modf~g(o[[G]]) with its canonical topology induces a fully faithful embedding Modfflg(o[[G]]) ---+ Mod~omp(o[[G]] ). This then in turn induces a fully faithful embedding Modeg(g[[G]]) ~ Modc~omp(o[[G]])Q. In other words we can and will view Modfg(K[[G]]) as a full subcategory of Mod~omp (o[[G]])Q. For each H • 2( let Ig denote the kernel of the projection map o[[G]] o[G/H]. This is a family of 2-sided ideals in o[[G]
] which converges to zero. As a left (or right) ideal IH is generated by the elements h -1 for h • H. For the sake of completeness we include a proof of the following well known fact.
LEMMA 3.2: Let H • Af be a pro-p-group; then the ideal powers I~, for n C N, converge to zero.
Proof: We may assume that G is finite. Let 7r denote a prime element in o and k := o/Tro the residue field of o. By Clifford's theorem ( [CR] (49.2)) and [Ser] IX §I the ideal ker(k [G] ~ k [G/H] 
for any H CAf. Hence (ELL) H is of cofinite type.
On the other hand, let now H C Af be a pro-p-group and L C_ E be a The above proof shows that the defining condition for admissibility only needs to be tested for a single pro-p-group H E Af. On the other hand, assume E to be an admissible representation of G and let L C_ E be as in the above definition.
Consider an H EAf and an arbitrary 
Ban~dm(K)
M d
Proof:
Q by Proposition 3.1 this follows from Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 3.4. |
As an immediate consequence we obtain that the category Ban~dm(K) is abelian. Proof'. This is immediate from Theorem 3.5 and Cororollary 3.6. |
COROLLARY 3.6: The functor E ~ ~, E t induces a bijection set of isomorphism classes of topologically irreducible ~ > set of isomorphism classes admissible K-Banach space of simple K[[G]]-modules. representations of G
The simplest group to which the results of this section apply is the group G : 7]~p of p-adic integers. As is shown in [Dial already this group has an extreme wealth of topologically irreducible K-Banach space representations. On the other hand, for a commutative group all "reasonable" topologically irreducible K-Banach space representations should be finite dimensional. This is achieved by the admissibility requirement. 
The group G : GL2(Zp)
In this section we will analyze a certain infinite series of Iwasawa modules for the group G :--GL2(Zp). Let B C_ G denote the Iwahori subgroup of all matrices which are lower triangular modulo p. In B we consider the subgroups P, P-, and T of lower triangular, upper triangular, and diagonal matrices, respectively. We also need the subgroups U and U-of unipotent matrices in P and P-, respectively. We fix a continuous character X: The module theoretic properties of the series of modules N X and M x are governed by one numerical invariant c(x) E K of the character X which is defined by the expansion x((a01 ~))= exp(c(x) log(a)) for a sufficiently close to 1 (the existence follows from the topological cyclicity of the group 1 + pZp).
In order to investigate the module N x we use the Iwahori decomposition, which says that multiplication induces a homeomorphism U-× P __7_+ B. Since this action preserves the ideal I it follows that with z every wa(z), for a C ZB ×, is a zero of the polynomial F1(x). This is only possible if z + 1 is a pm-th root of unity for some m E N. We therefore see that there are natural numbers ko and l such that Fi(x) divides Wpko (x) ~. In particular, for any natural number k _> ko, the polynomial O.)pk (X) £ lies in I. We now look at the action of (101) the element u := 1 on N x. It is straightforward to check that on the left hand side of (*) we have In particular, by Lemma 3.4, Ind~ (X) is an admissible G-representation. As a consequence of Corollary 3.6 and Theorem 4.4 we see that IndGp (X) is topologically
